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Sharing. Ah sharing. I’ve heard so many positions on this topic. I’ve watched moms handle this 
in so many different ways. I’ve even heard a fair amount of debate about which way is “God’s 
way” to handle the issue of sharing. 
 
One approach parents take is to solve all problems with “sharing”. If your sister wants it, you 
have to share. If your brother has it, he has to share. Just share, OK? 
 
I’ve heard Christians quote verses like Acts 2:44-45 
 
“And all who believed were together and had all things in common. And they were selling their 
possessions and belongings and distributing the proceeds to all, as any had need.” 
 
If you’re a Christian, they say, you shouldn’t be concerned about “mine”. After all, you don’t 
have anything that wasn’t given to you by God, so it isn’t yours anyway. You should live open-
handedly. 
 
I agree that the idea of having all things in common is a lovely one and it was a beautiful out-
ward witness to the work the Spirit was doing in the hearts of the Christians in Acts. 
 
But we need to be careful not to take a narrative and turn it into a command, especially when 
there are other parts of Scripture that should round out our understanding. 
 
For example, one of the ten commandments in Exodus 20 is “You shall not steal.” Another is 
“You shall not covet.” Stealing and coveting aren’t even relevant concepts without the assump-
tion of personal property. If God expects us to own all things in common, how could anyone 
steal or covet? For that matter, how can you choose to show generosity if you don’t own any-
thing? 
 
From a practical standpoint, think about adult life. Can your neighbor come over to your house 
and demand that you “share” your lawnmower or car? And if you say, “No, I need to use my 
car today,” does that make you un-Christian and selfish? 
 
I think we can see that property ownership is a thing, and a valid, God-sanctioned thing at that. 
However, I’ve seen some parents go all the way in the other direction and solve all problems 
with property ownership. 
 
Everything that comes into the home is owned by someone. If it’s a gift, it belongs to the recipi-
ent. If it’s a group-gift, pick an owner. I’ve even seen moms use elaborate systems of index 
cards to record “titles” to property which can then be transferred from one owner to another by 
mutual agreement, ratified by mom. 
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Hey, I’m not trying to knock organization and great systems. But here’s where that model falls 
short. At the end of the day, it just isn’t realistic. I mean, who owns the bathroom sink? The 
front porch swing? Each of the coat hangers or spoons? 
 
Even in adult life we have a mix of personal and communal property. You bring your own lunch 
to work, but keep it in the office refrigerator. You have your own clothes, but share a closet 
with your spouse. The driveway is yours, but the road in front of your house belongs to the 
community. 
 
Remember what James says causes fights and quarrels among us? I’ll give you a hint. He 
doesn’t say that it’s the existence or lack of personal property. Nope. It’s the passions that war 
within us. It’s our disordered loves, our out-of-order priorities. 
 
Bottom line: disputes are created when we care more about the thing than the person. 
 
But, mom, did you realize that the two opposite extreme approaches to sharing that we just 
mentioned actually fuel selfishness? 
 
If you handle all disputes by assigning property ownership, then you are teaching your kids 
that the source of the problem is a lack of a system, or a lack of rules. No need to examine 
your heart. No need to reorder your priorities. Just enact more legislation. 
 
On the other hand, if mom constantly demands that all things are “shared” children will come 
to see that mom will not protect their interests. Instead, they’ll be tempted to hide, fight, or em-
ploy other strategies of self-protection in order to play with the toys they want. 
 
Not only does forced sharing encourage a selfish, hoarding mentality, it also eliminates the 
opportunity for spontaneous generosity. Generosity is a cheerful willingness to relinquish 
something to which you have a right. That isn’t possible when nothing is really yours and the 
“sharing” is enforced. 
 
At the risk of getting political, let’s translate this to the grown-up world for a moment. Do you 
consider your income taxes to be an opportunity to show generosity? Most people don’t, be-
cause they have no choice in the matter. In fact, many would say that  enforced taxation actu-
ally limits their ability to practice genuine generosity. 
 
So, what’s a mom to do? Does this mean that you just have to sit on your hands while the chil-
dren play tug-of-war over a toy and pray fervently that they will suddenly sprout generosity 
genes? 
 
Nope. Remember when we talked about formats and formulas? Remember when we talked 
about removing the source of temptation to give kids the chance to realign their priorities? 
 
You’re the mom. It is well within your purview to step in when necessary and make wise deci-
sions on behalf of your children when you see that they are not demonstrating the maturity to 
make those decisions for themselves. 
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It’s OK to say … 
 
“I’m going to set a timer. You may play with it for ten minutes and then it’s his turn.” 
 
It’s also OK to say ... 
 
“Just because your brother has played with this for a long time doesn’t mean that you are enti-
tled to a turn. He is still using it.” 
 
It’s OK to say ... 
 
“I want you to give half of those blocks to your sister.” 
 
It’s also OK to say ... 
 
“Yes, there are a lot of blocks, but she got them out to play with by herself and that’s OK.” 
 
So, if any or all of these are OK, then how do you know what to do? Well, the answer is sim-
ple, and also complex. The answer is that your priority really is to minister to the heart of each 
individual involved in the dispute. Here are some practical tips. 
 

1. Remember that a format or system isn’t the same as a heart change. Yes, mom may 
need to step in and make a decision. And that may end this particular spat. But that 
doesn’t necessarily mean there has been any heart-growth or spiritual maturity gained on 
either side. 
 
2. However, formats and formulas can provide a helpful pattern for applying a desire to be 
loving. If you teach and model ways to interact lovingly, your children can adopt those 
methods in their own interaction. 
 
3. Be prepared to spend a lot of time in the “we do it together” mode of parenting. Model. 
Make suggestions. Guide them in how to discuss graciously. 
 
4. As my pastor says, there are two sides to every sermon. It’s not contradictory or wrong 
to say to one child “I want you to be willing to share that toy,” and say to the other child 
“You don’t have a right to demand he give you that toy.” 

 
Remember to follow the four-step process of skill training. 
 

1. I do it while you watch. When they are little, you, mom, will need to make decisions for 
them. However, they are watching how you navigate the shared use of communal property 
- both theirs and your own! 
 
2. We do it together. Make suggestions for how they could resolve the dispute over prop-
erty. Give guidance when it seems like the arrangements are set up in a way that unfairly 
disadvantages one person. 
 
3. You do it while I watch. As they get older, encourage them to work out their own sys-
tems. Provide guidance about attitudes and motives but as much as possible, let their own 
arrangements stand, even if that isn’t how you would have worked it out. 
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4. You do it on your own. Your goal is to work yourself out of a job eventually, though 
you’ll always be there for them if they want your advice. 

 
What’s the bottom line? The bottom line is that, whether we give or keep what we have, we 
want to communicate “I care about you and your needs or interests are important to me.” Here 
are some practical strategies that you can use to help your kids communicate that: 
 

1. Use a timer. One person has it for a certain time, then the other person gets it for the 
same amount of time. I’ve watched my kids pick up this approach and suggest it without 
my prompting. 
 
2. Offer an alternative. I’m not willing to give up what I have, but I’ll let you use some-
thing else of mine that you’d enjoy. 
 
3. Divide the pieces. If it’s a toy with multiple parts (like legos, dolls, etc.) agree on a way 
to divide them up. 
 
4. Divide the jobs. If the toy or game involves different roles (like one person chooses 
the doll clothes, the other person does the hair) each person can have a job. 
 
5. Assign days, or some other regular rotation. One person gets to sit in the recliner 
on Mondays, another on Tuesdays. One person has morning computer time, another in the 
afternoon. 
 
6. Have a treasure drawer. Give each child a special drawer or container in which to 
keep special personal property separate from the regular toy shelfs or toy storage. Make it 
clear that this drawer and its contents are off-limits to other kids. 
 
7. Get another one. That’s right. Just get another of the same thing. I firmly believe that 
children can be content even when they don’t have the exact same thing another sibling 
has. But there’s nothing wrong with getting another tablet, fidget spinner, or basketball. Our 
children have endless opportunities to practice communal property sharing. Eliminating 
one or two won’t ruin those chances. 
 
8. About a million other strategies. I hope you can see from this list that are tons of per-
fectly legitimate and appropriate ways to navigate personal and communal property dis-
putes. The only hard and fast rules are: 
 
Love God. 
 
Love your neighbor. 
 
Consider the interests of others. 

 
OK, Mom. One final word about sharing. Take a deep breath and answer me honestly. In your 
home is the word “share” code for “Stop talking to me about your toy problems”? Just a friendly 
reminder that this is just another variation on “These people are keeping me from having what 
it is that I want” … which, of course, is the core attitude behind the toy problems to begin with! 
 
Print out the PDF activity below. Use it to brainstorm with your children some ways they could 
lovingly arrange the use of personal or communal property that is often the subject of conflict. 


